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Abstract
We study vacuum stability in 1 + 1 dimensional Conformal Field Theories with external background 
fields. We show that the vacuum decay rate is given by a non-local two-form. This two-form is a bound-
ary term that must be added to the effective in/out Lagrangian. The two-form is expressed in terms of 
a Riemann–Hilbert decomposition for background gauge fields, and its novel “functional” version in the 
gravitational case.
Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
In this article we discuss vacuum decay in 1 + 1 dimensional Conformal Field Theories with 
external fixed background fields. As an example, we consider a theory of massless fermions in 
1 + 1 dimensions coupled to Abelian, non-Abelian or gravitational background fields. The com-
putation of the vacuum decay rate involves evaluating the effective action, which is given by the 
logarithm of the determinant of the quantum fields in the fixed background. The pioneer exam-
ple, due to Schwinger [1], is of fermions in a constant background electric field. The example 
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profiles (which satisfy a few technical assumptions that we state below). Some exact results for 
generic field profiles were also obtained in [2,3], in 1 + 1 dimensional QED.
Let us briefly review a case with no particle production. Consider free massless fermions 
interacting with a fixed non-Abelian gauge field background. The effective action is obtained by 
the Gaussian integration over the fermion fields, and is given by a one loop determinant. If the 
field profile satisfies a “good” behavior, that we specify later, the effective action is real and is 
expressed [4] in terms of the Wess–Zumino–Novikov–Witten (WZNW) action [5–7]. In this case 
particles are not created, since the vacuum decay rate is nonzero only when the effective action 
has an imaginary part.
Our goal is to determine the effective action for background fields that do lead to particle 
production. In this case, we have to discuss the in/out effective action which has an imaginary 
part, reflecting vacuum decay. The imaginary piece in the effective action is determined by a 
careful treatment of the Feynman iε prescription in a massless theory.
Our main result is that the effective action is modified by the inclusion of extra boundary 
terms, which are complex, and whose imaginary part gives the vacuum decay rate. The bound-
ary term is a two-form which appears to be novel. To compute the boundary terms we need 
a certain Riemann–Hilbert decomposition. While the Abelian and non-Abelian decompositions 
are standard Riemann–Hilbert problems, the gravitational case has not been considered before. 
The vacuum decay rate for Abelian background fields is given by the same formula of dissipative 
quantum mechanics obtained by Caldeira and Leggett [8,9]. Our results generalize their formulas 
for non-Abelian and gravitational backgrounds.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we compute the effective action and 
the new boundary term for an Abelian gauge field and discuss the general logic of the compu-
tation, which helps in the more complicated cases. In section 3 we find the effective action and 
the new boundary term for the non-Abelian gauge field. Finally, in section 4 we find the effec-
tive action and the new boundary term in the case of the gravitational field. In Appendix A, we 
discuss an alternative method of computation of the boundary terms. In Appendix B, we review 
the gauge-gravity duality between the non-Abelian and gravitational cases [10–12]. Finally, in 
Appendix C, we show the first perturbative correction to the Caldeira–Leggett formula coming 
from non-Abelian and gravitational backgrounds.
2. Vacuum decay in an Abelian background
To set the stage, let us look at the Abelian case first. The Lagrangian is
L= ψ¯γ μ(i∂μ + Aμ)ψ = ψ¯−(i∂+ + A+)ψ− + ψ¯+(i∂− + A−)ψ+, (2.1)
where the metric is ημν = (1, −1), and we introduced light cone coordinates x± = (x0 ±x1)/√2. 
From the Lagrangian it is clear that the left movers ψ+ and right movers ψ− are sourced by 
A− and A+ fields, respectively. Therefore, the determinant will split into a right-moving piece, 
a left-moving piece, and a contact term that ensures gauge invariance [4]1
S(A+,A−) = log det(γ μ(i∂μ + Aμ)) = W+(A+) + W−(A−) − 2
∫
d2xA+A− . (2.2)
1 In this section we write the effective action up to an unimportant overall factor − e24π . In other words, we set e2 =−4π . The charge e can be restored by the substitution Aμ → eAμ.
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tion. In the case of strong fields which lead to particle production, W+ and W− have imaginary 
parts. The vacuum decay rate factorizes and is given by
|out〈0|0〉in|2 = e−2Im S(A) = e−2ImW+e−2ImW− . (2.3)
Let us compute the contribution to the effective action coming from A+. We will treat x+ as a 
time coordinate, while in the x− direction we assume that A+(x+, x−) → 0 as x− → ±∞. An 
easy calculation of the diagram
W+(A+) =
leads to (d2p = dp+dp−)
W+(A+) =
∫
d2p
(2π)2
p−
p+ + iε sgnp− A+(p)A+(−p) . (2.4)
As is well known, this result is exact and higher order corrections in A+ are zero. The “iε” 
prescription follows from the Feynman rule 1
p2
⇒ 1
p2+iε = 1p−
( 1
p++iε sgn p−
)
. The term in paren-
thesis is the Feynman Green’s function. We see that2
ImW+(A+) = −
∫
d2p
4π
|p−|δ(p+)A+(p)A+(−p)
= − 1
4π
∫
dp−|p−|A+(0,p−)A+(0,−p−) . (2.5)
The condition of vacuum stability (ImW+ = 0) is thus 
∫ +∞
−∞ A+(y
+, x−)dy+ = 0. It is useful to 
rewrite the formula (2.5) in position space. If we denote
ω(x−) ≡
+∞∫
−∞
A+(y+, x−)dy+ , (2.6)
from (2.5) we obtain3
ImW+(A+) = 14π
+∞∫
−∞
dx−dy− (ω(x
−) − ω(y−))2
(x− − y−)2 . (2.7)
We recognize this formula as the friction term in Caldeira–Leggett’s dissipative quantum me-
chanics [8,9]. Below we will find the non-Abelian and gravitational generalizations of this action.
It is instructive to rewrite (2.7) in a slightly different form. Let us introduce two complex 
functions ωup(x−) and ωdown(x−), which are analytic in the upper and lower half-planes, re-
spectively. They are related to ω(x−) as
ωup(x
−) − ωdown(x−) = ω(x−) (2.8)
2 We use 1/(p+ + iεsgnp−) =P(1/p+) − iπ sgn (p−)δ(p+).
3 The fact that the effective action depends on ω(x−) demonstrates that the gauge symmetry in our system is restricted 
by the condition that gauge transformations for A+ and A− must be trivial at the boundary of spacetime.
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problem and the explicit solution in this case is given by
ωup/down(x
−) = 1
2πi
+∞∫
−∞
ω(y−)dy−
y− − x− ∓ iε . (2.9)
In terms of ωup/down, the imaginary part of the effective action can be written as
ImW+(A+) = Im
+∞∫
−∞
dx−
(
ωdown∂−ωup
)
. (2.10)
The generalization of the formula (2.10) for the strong non-Abelian and gravitational cases is the 
main goal of this paper.
There is yet another way of obtaining (2.10), which will be useful below. We can parametrize 
A+ as
A+(x+, x−) = ∂+φ(x+, x−) (2.11)
and we notice that the “Wilson line” φ(x+, x−) has residual gauge invariance φ → φ +
u(x−). We say that φ = φR(x+, x−) is in retarded gauge if it obeys the boundary condition 
φR(−∞, x−) → 0 and therefore
φR(x
+, x−) =
x+∫
−∞
A+(y+, x−)dy+ . (2.12)
We see that φR is manifestly real and causal, as φR(x+, x−) only depends on A+(y+, x−) for 
y+ < x+; moreover, φR(+∞, x−) = ω(x−), so the imaginary part of the effective action (2.10)
is written in terms of the boundary value of φR and the whole W+(A+) reads
W+(A+) =
∫
d2x ∂+φR∂−φR +
+∞∫
−∞
dx−
(
ωdown∂−ωup
)
. (2.13)
We can use the solution of the Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.8) and the residual gauge invariance 
of φ to define a spectral (or Feynman) gauge, namely
φS(x
+, x−) ≡ φR(x+, x−) − ωdown(x−) →
{
ωup(x−), x+ → +∞
−ωdown(x−), x+ → −∞ . (2.14)
In the spectral gauge the effective action (2.13) reads
W+(A+) =
∫
d2x ∂+φS∂−φS , (2.15)
and has the form of the usual result [13]. In our case, the difference is that the function φS is 
complex valued and (2.15) contains both real and imaginary parts of the effective action! The 
conclusion is that in the spectral gauge, we do not require boundary terms in the effective action, 
whereas in the retarded gauge, we have boundary terms, which are complex and account for the 
vacuum decay.
The logic is summarized as follows. If we use the spectral gauge, then the expressions for the 
effective actions are well known [4,13,14], as the boundary terms evaluate to zero. Then passing 
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terms. In the retarded gauge, the boundary term contains the imaginary part of the effective 
action. In Appendix A we discuss an alternative method to compute the full effective action, by 
exploiting (chiral or trace) anomaly equations.
3. Vacuum decay in a non-Abelian background
In the non-Abelian case the general form of the effective action reads
S(A+,A−) = log det(γ μ(i∂μ + Aμ))
= W+(A+) + W−(A−) + 2
∫
d2x Tr(A+A−) (3.1)
and imaginary terms responsible for the particle production are present only in W+ and W−. 
We concentrate again on W+(A+), which is formally given by the following sum of Feynman 
diagrams
W+(A+) =
If we parametrize A+ = g−1∂+g we get W+(g). If g(x+ → ±∞, x−) = 1 then W+(g) is the 
WZNW action [15]
WWZNW(g) ≡ 12
∫
d2x Tr(∂μg−1∂μg)
− 1
3
∫
d2xdt εμνλTr(g−1∂μgg−1∂νgg−1∂λg) , (3.2)
where in the last Wess–Zumino (WZ) term we introduced the extra t -dependence: g(x+, x−, t)
such that g(x+, x−, 0) = 1 and g(x+, x−, 1) = g(x+, x−); and μ, ν, λ = (±, 0), and ε0−+ = 1, 
where zero corresponds to the t coordinate.
From the Abelian case, we expect that vacuum decay occurs for A+ with g−1(−∞, x−) ·
g(+∞, x−) = 1, or, in different notation:
(x−) ≡ P exp
∞∫
−∞
A+(y+, x−)dy+ = 1, (3.3)
where “P exp” is the path-ordered exponential. In this case the effective action is not given by 
(3.2); it must include new boundary terms. Indeed, looking at the variation of the WZ term
SWZ ≡
∫
d2xdt εμνλTr(aμaνaλ) , (3.4)
where aμ ≡ g−1∂μg, with δaμ = ∇με, we obtain
δSWZ =
∫
d2xdt εμνλTr(aμaν∇λε) ∼
∫
d2xdt εμνλ∇λTr
(
(∂μaν − ∂νaμ)ε
)
=
∫
d2xdt εij ∂0Tr(∂iaj ε) −
∫
d2xdt ∂+Tr
(
(∂−a0 − ∂0a−)ε
)
=
∫
d2x εijTr(∂iaj ε) −
∫
dx−dt Tr
(
(∂−a0 − ∂0a−)ε
)∣∣x+=+∞
x+=−∞ . (3.5)
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other words, SWZ is dependent on the t -parametrization. This unphysical dependence on the 
extrapolation disappears when the right boundary terms are added to WZNW action.
Notice that the matrix g has a gauge symmetry
g(x+, x−) → u(x−)g(x+, x−) , (3.6)
where u(x−) is an arbitrary complex matrix. The retarded gauge is defined by
gR(x
+ → −∞, x−) = 1 ⇒ gR(x+, x−) = P exp
x+∫
−∞
dy+A+(y+, x−) . (3.7)
Like in the Abelian case, we see that (x−) = gR(+∞, x−).
Proceeding by analogy, we should look for complex valued matrices down(x−) and up(x−)
that are a solution to the matrix Riemann–Hilbert problem
down(x
−)up(x−) = (x−) , (3.8)
for real values of x−. We assume that −1up (x−) and −1down(x−) are also analytic in the upper 
and lower half-planes, respectively. Unfortunately, the matrix Riemann–Hilbert problem does 
not have an explicit general solution.4
As we see from (3.5) the retarded gauge choice requires extra terms in the WZ term in order 
to cancel the unacceptable boundary contributions. However, we can use our gauge freedom 
in choosing g to eliminate the boundary terms. Let us introduce the spectral (or Feynman) 
gauge:
gS(x
+, x−) ≡ −1down(x−) gR(x+, x−) →
{
up(x−), x+ → +∞
−1down(x−), x+ → −∞
. (3.9)
It follows from here that gS(x+, x−) at x+ → ±∞ is analytic in the lower/upper half-planes 
and thus all boundary terms vanish after x− integration. By analogy with the Abelian case, 
we come to the conclusion that in the spectral gauge there are no boundary terms! The ef-
fective action is just the standard WZNW action (3.2), which is complex valued, as gS is 
complex
W+(A+) = WWZNW(gS) . (3.10)
A more physical justification of the absence of boundary terms in the spectral gauge is discussed 
in the Appendix A.
From (3.10), we now determine the boundary term that must be present in the effective action 
written in an arbitrary gauge. For example, in going from spectral to retarded gauge, we do not 
change A+ = g−1∂+g, therefore the effective actions must be the same,
W+(A+) = WWZNW(−1downgR) = WWZNW(gR) + WB(up,down) . (3.11)
4 For a review on the subject and the cases where an explicit solution is available, see [16]. Notice that the right and 
left decompositions are inequivalent, namely, we could look for (x−) = ˜up(x−)˜down(x−), but in terms of these 
matrices we do not obtain spectral boundary conditions in a simple way. In general ˜up/down(x−) = up/down(x−). We 
thank A. Kisil for discussions on the matrix Riemann–Hilbert problem.
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a pyramid. The embedding coordinate t runs from the apex (t = 0) to the base (t = 1). The new boundary terms in the 
effective action are supported at the t–x faces of the pyramid.
In order to proceed we use exterior calculus to derive a composition formula for the WZ term. 
Let us introduce two 1-forms a and b, with a = g−1dg, b = dhh−1. a and b satisfy the equations 
da = −a ∧ a, db = b ∧ b. Consider the 1-form c = (gh)−1d(gh) = h−1(a + b)h. Then we have
Tr(c ∧ c ∧ c) = Tr(a ∧ a ∧ a) + Tr(b ∧ b ∧ b) − 3d(Tra ∧ b) . (3.12)
Now we apply (3.12) with gS = −1downgR . From the quadratic term in the WZNW action we 
obtain5
1
2
∫
d2x Tr(∂μg−1S ∂μgS) =
1
2
∫
d2x Tr(∂μg−1R ∂μgR)
+
∫
d2x Tr(∂−down−1down∂+gRg
−1
R ) , (3.13)
and using (3.11) and (3.12) for the WZ term in (3.2) we find
WWZ(gS) = WWZ(gR) − 3
∫
(x+,x−,t)
d
(
Tr(downd−1down ∧ dgRg−1R )
)
. (3.14)
Notice that the Penrose diagram for our space–time with the embedding dimension is a pyramid; 
we call it the Penrose–Nefertiti diagram (see Fig. 1).
The first term in (3.14) is real (we assume A+ is real), while the boundary term, which has 
support at the faces of the pyramid, is complex valued. Using Stokes’ theorem in (3.14), we 
obtain
WWZ(gS) = WWZ(gR) − 3
∫
d2xTr(down∂−−1down∂+gRg
−1
R )
+ 3
∫
(x−,t)
Tr(−1downddown ∧ upd−1up ) . (3.15)
Using (3.11), (3.13) and (3.15) we finally obtain
WB(up,down) =
∫
(x−,t)
Tr(−1downddown ∧ upd−1up ) . (3.16)
5 In light-cone coordinates Tr(∂μg−1∂μg) = Tr(∂−g−1∂+g) + Tr(∂+g−1∂−g) = 2Tr(∂+g−1∂−g).
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and although not manifestly imaginary, contains the imaginary part of the effective action.7
We emphasize that this boundary term is the non-Abelian generalization of the Caldeira–
Leggett dissipative term, and is given by a two-form.8 We also notice that our two-form is a 
Minkowski space counterpart of the Atiyah–Patodi–Singer η-invariant [19–21], which appears 
in Euclidean manifolds with boundary. We present the leading order, non-Abelian correction to 
the Caldeira–Leggett formula in Appendix C.
4. Vacuum decay in the gravitational field
Now we consider a theory of fermions coupled to a fixed gravitational field. It is convenient 
to parametrize the metric in the light cone coordinates,
ds2 = h+−(x+, x−)dx+dx− + h++(x+, x−)dx+dx+ + h−−(x+, x−)dx−dx− . (4.1)
We assume that the background fields are asymptotically flat, i.e. h++(x+, x−) → 0,
h−−(x+, x−) → 0 and h+−(x+, x−) → 1 as x± → ±∞. The Lagrangian is9
L= ψ−(∂+ − h++∂−)ψ− + ψ+(∂− − h−−∂+)ψ+ . (4.2)
Like in the non-Abelian case, the effective action is
S(h++, h−−, h+−) = W+(h++) + W−(h−−) + L(h++, h−−, h+−) , (4.3)
where the last term L is a local and real term and appears due to the UV regulator. We concentrate 
on the calculation of the contribution from left-moving fermions, W+(h++). For gravity we use 
the same logic as in the non-Abelian case. We parametrize the metric tensor h++(x+, x−) using 
the function f (x+, x−) defined by the equation
(∂+ − h++∂−)f = 0 , (4.4)
which is a gravitational analog of the Wilson line. Lines of constant f correspond to the charac-
teristics of light-like, right-moving geodesics in the background spacetime. Notice that there is 
an ambiguity in f , namely
f (x+, x−) ⇒ u(f (x+, x−)) , (4.5)
where u(x−) is an arbitrary invertible complex function of one variable. The retarded gauge is 
defined by
6 The effective action for arbitrary g is W+(A+) = WWZNW(g−1(−∞, x−)g) + WB(up, down).
7 Notice that, although the boundary term does depend on the t -interpolation, its imaginary part does not! One can see 
this by looking at the variation of (3.16), δWB = 12
∫
dx−Tr(−1downδdownup∂−
−1
up +−1down∂−downδup−1up ) +
1
2
∫
dtdx−Tr([−1∂0, −1∂−]−1δ). We see that the last term is t -dependent but explicitly real ( is a real 
matrix), whereas the first term is t -independent and complex. We also notice that the t -dependent term cancels with the 
t -dependent term in the variation of the WZ term (3.5) in the effective action. Thus the variation of the effective action is 
also t -independent.
8 A similar two-form was found in Euclidean manifolds with a boundary, in [17,18]. We thank N. Nekrasov for bringing 
these papers to our attention.
9 For simplicity, we consider Majorana fermions. As in [22], we perform a field redefinition to write the Lagrangian in 
the form (4.2). In the previous sections, we considered Dirac fermions, as these can carry electric and color charge.
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+ → −∞, x−) = x− ⇒ fR(x+, x−) ≡ P exp
( x+∫
−∞
dy+h++(y+, x−)∂−
)
x− . (4.6)
As in the case of gauge fields, we need to add a suitable boundary term to the effective action [14]
WgWZ(f ) ≡
∫
d2x
(
∂2−f ∂+∂−f
(∂−f )2
− (∂
2−f )2∂+f
(∂−f )3
)
, (4.7)
where gWZ stands for “gravitational Wess–Zumino” and we omit an overall normalization factor, 
which is −1/48π in our case. Alternatively, we can use the gauge symmetry (4.5) to eliminate 
the boundary term. Let us introduce the spectral gauge by
fS(x
+, x−) ≡ −1down(fR(x+, x−)) =
{
up(x−), x+ → +∞ ,
−1down(x−), x+ → −∞ ,
(4.8)
where up(x−) and down(x−) are analytic functions in the upper and lower x− half-plane. 
We also assume that the inverse functions −1up (x−) and −1down(x−) are analytic in the upper 
and lower x− half-plane respectively. In this case, to determine up,down, we need to solve a 
“functional” Riemann–Hilbert problem,10
down(up(x
−)) = (x−) , (4.9)
where
(x−) ≡ P exp
( +∞∫
−∞
dy+h++(y+, x−)∂−
)
x− = fR(+∞, x−) . (4.10)
To our knowledge, the Riemann–Hilbert problem (4.9) has not been considered in the mathemat-
ics literature before. We also notice that (4.9) doesn’t have an explicit solution.11
By similar arguments as in the previous sections, the effective action is
W+(h++) = WgWZ(fS) , (4.11)
where WgWZ is given by (4.7). See also Appendix A for a different derivation of (4.11). This 
effective action is complex valued. In retarded and spectral gauges the metric h++(x+, x−) is 
the same, therefore we have the equality
W+(h++) = WgWZ(−1down(fR)) = WgWZ(fR) + WB(up,down) . (4.12)
Using (4.7), (4.12) we get
WB(up,down) =
∫
d2x ∂−fR
(−1down)′′
(−1down)′
∂−
(
∂+fR
∂−fR
)
. (4.13)
10 In an analogous fashion to the matrix Riemann–Hilbert problem, we can have right and left decompositions of the 
function f . Namely, we can consider functions ˜up/down such that ˜up(˜down(x−)) = (x−) in the real line. In general, 
˜up/down = up/down.
11 Finding a physically relevant explicit solution to (4.9) seems to be hard. On the other hand one can find solutions in 
terms of meromorphic functions. For example, down(x) = 1−x23
(x−a)2
(x−ix1)(x−ix2) , up(x) =
ax−b
x+ix3 and (x) =

1+x2
is a solution to (4.9), where a = i2 (x1 + x2 + (x1 − x2)x3), b = 12 (x1 − x2 + (x1 + x2)x3), x1, x2, x3 > 0 and  is an 
arbitrary real parameter.
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WB(up,down) =
∫
dy− ∂
∂y−
log
(
(−1down)
′(y−)
)
log
(
′(−1(y−))
)
. (4.14)
Finally introducing a coordinate s = −1(y−) and using that (−1down)′((s)) = 1/′down(up(s))
and ′(s) = ′down(up(s))′up(s) we obtain13
WB(up,down) =
∫
ds log
(
′down(up(s))
) ∂
∂s
log
(
′up(s)
)
. (4.15)
Therefore the effective action in the retarded gauge is
W+(h++) =
∫
d2x
(
∂2−fR∂+−fR
(∂−fR)2
− (∂
2−fR)2∂+fR
(∂−fR)3
)
+
∫
ds log
(
′down(up(s))
) ∂
∂s
log
(
′up(s)
)
. (4.16)
The bulk term is manifestly real, while the boundary term is complex, and, in particular, contains 
the imaginary piece of the effective action.
In Appendix B, we review a connection between gauge theory and gravity in two dimen-
sions [10–12], and phrase (4.9) in terms of a matrix Riemann–Hilbert problem, in the hope that 
this simple connection might be useful in finding explicit solutions of the functional Riemann–
Hilbert problem.
5. Conclusions
We conclude with a few open questions that we find interesting:
• We considered fixed background fields. One can also integrate over these backgrounds, in a 
similar fashion as in perturbative string theory. Does the boundary term play any role in that 
case?
• Is the functional Riemann–Hilbert problem solvable for some set of functions? Perhaps there 
are relevant gravitational backgrounds for which one could compute the vacuum decay rate 
explicitly.
• It would be quite interesting to classify the backgrounds that, although curved, keep the 
vacuum stable.
• The boundary terms in the non-Abelian and gravitational cases are complex valued. We tried, 
but could not find a compact expression for the imaginary part of the effective action. In 
particular, this supposed expression for the imaginary part, in the non-Abelian case, should 
be manifestly t -independent.
12 To arrive at this formula we need two steps. At step 1 we define the inverse function f−1
R
(·, ·) by 
f−1
R
(x+, fR(x+, x−)) = x− and notice that 
∫
d2x∂−fR =
∫
d2y and ∂− = (∂−fR)∂/∂y− = (∂f−1R /∂y−)−1∂/∂y−
and ∂+fR/∂−fR = −∂f−1R /∂y+. At step 2 we integrate over y+ and use that ∂f−1R /∂y−(+∞, y−) = 1/′(−1(y−))
and ∂f−1
R
/∂y−(−∞, y−) = 1. It was crucial here to assume that fR(x+, x−) is invertible for all x+ .
13 The expression (4.14) is very similar to formula (5.23) in [23]. The reason for the similarity of the results is puzzling 
to us and is an interesting open question. We thank H. Verlinde for pointing this to us.
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background fields which include quantum friction. Can the quantum friction screen certain 
backgrounds once we solve for them dynamically?
• In the gravitational case we assume that fR(x+, x−) is invertible for any x+. An interesting 
variation of this property is the case when fR(x+ = +∞, x−) is not invertible. This loss of 
information may be related to the backgrounds with horizons, which have intrinsic entropy.
In summary, we are still scratching the surface in terms of potential applications of these new 
results.
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Appendix A. Boundary conditions on induced currents and alternative derivation of the 
boundary actions
In this appendix we derive the effective action for non-Abelian and gravitational cases using 
the anomaly equations. We start with the non-Abelian case. We define Jμ ≡ δW/δAμ; then the 
anomaly equations read [15]14{
∂μJ
μ + [Aμ,Jμ] = 0 ,
εμν(∂μJν + [Aμ,Jν]) = εμνFμν . (A.1)
Working in the light-cone cone coordinates x± and choosing the axial gauge A− = 0, we get 
∂−(A+ − J+) = 0 and (ε−+ = 1)
∂−A+ + ∂+J− − [J−,A+] = 0. (A.2)
Parametrizing A+ = g−1∂+g one can find that the general solution of (A.2) is
J− = −g−1∂−g − g−1j−g , (A.3)
where j− = j−(x−) is, at this stage, an arbitrary complex matrix function, which depends only 
on x−, and has to be fixed by additional physical arguments. On the other hand the variation of 
the effective action is
δW(A+) =
∫
d2x Tr(J−δA+) . (A.4)
14 To restore the unimportant overall factor in front of the effective action one needs to replace εμνFμν → εμν Fμν .2π
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the imaginary part of the effective action.
In order to fix j−(x−) we use the “analyticity” argument. Namely we say that the induced 
current out〈J−(x+, x−)〉in must satisfy the analytical (spectral) boundary conditions15:
out〈J−(x+, x−)〉in →
{
Jup(x−), x+ → +∞ ,
Jdown(x−), x+ → −∞ , (A.5)
where Jup(x−) and Jdown(x−) are complex matrix functions analytic in the upper and lower x−
half-planes correspondingly.16
Now we return to determining j− in the expression for the induced current. Working in the 
retarded gauge gR(x+, x−) ≡ P exp
∫ x+
−∞ dy
+A+(y+, x−) and using (A.5) one finds
j−R(x−) = −∂−down−1down , (A.6)
where down and up are matrices analytic in the lower and upper half-planes, and solve the 
matrix Riemann–Hilbert problem
down(x
−)up(x−) = P exp
+∞∫
−∞
dy+A+(y+, x−) . (A.7)
Correspondingly we find Jup(x−) = −−1up ∂−up and Jdown(x−) = ∂−down−1down.
Notice that in the spectral gauge (3.9) we have j−S(x−) = 0. From this it follows that, in the 
spectral gauge, the effective action is the WZNW action (3.10), evaluated at gS , and there are no 
boundary terms. Now, as we determined the current
J− = −g−1R ∂−gR − g−1R j−RgR , (A.8)
one can check that the variation of W+(A+) (see (3.2) and (3.16)) indeed equals to (A.4).
In the gravitational case everything is similar to the non-Abelian case. In the light-cone coor-
dinates and the axial gauge h−− = 0, the anomaly equation reads [14]17
(∂+ − h++∂− − 2(∂−h++))T−− = −2∂3−h++ . (A.9)
Parametrizing h++ by f (x+, x−), with (∂+ − h++∂−)f = 0, the general solution of the equa-
tion (A.9) is
T−−(x+, x−) = −2D−f + (∂−f )2t−(f ) , (A.10)
15 Although J−(x+, x−) is a hermitian operator, the matrix element out〈J−(x+, x−)〉in can be complex valued, as 
we are not computing an expectation value of the current for a given state, but rather evaluating a transition amplitude 
between states without particles in the past and without particles in the future.
16 We can justify (A.5) as follows. First, we checked (A.5) diagrammatically in perturbation theory, to third 
order in the background field. The other general argument invokes consideration of the correlation function 
out〈0|ψ¯+(y+, y−)ψ+(x+, x−)|0〉in, where x+ → −∞. In this limit ψ+(x+, x−) is a free field and we have 
ψ+(−∞, x−) =∑p>0(apeipx− + a†pe−ipx− ). As ap |0〉in = 0 we see that only e−ipx− modes survive. These modes 
define an analytic function in x− in the lower half plane because e−ipx− decays when p > 0 and Imx− < 0. This argu-
ment can be applied for any operator O(ψ+), to show that a correlation function 〈...O(−∞, x−)〉 is analytic in x− in 
the lower half-plane.
17 To restore the overall factor in front of the effective action one needs to replace −2∂3−h++ → 1 ∂3−h++.24π
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D−f ≡ ∂
3−f
∂−f
− 3
2
(∂2−f )2
(∂−f )2
(A.11)
and t−(f ) is at this stage an arbitrary complex function, which has to be fixed by additional 
physical arguments.18 So analogously to the non-Abelian case we say that the induced current 
out〈T−−(x+, x−)〉in must satisfy the analytical (spectral) boundary conditions:
out〈T−−(x+, x−)〉in →
{
Tup(x−), x+ → +∞ ,
Tdown(x−), x+ → −∞ , (A.12)
where Tup(x−) and Tdown(x−) are some complex functions analytic in the upper and lower x−
half-planes correspondingly. Again, working in the retarded gauge, defined by the condition 
fR(x
+ → −∞, x−) = x− we find that19
t−R(f ) = −2Df −1down(f ) , (A.13)
where up(x−) and down(x−) are invertible, analytic functions in the upper and lower x−
half-plane, and they are solutions of the functional Riemann–Hilbert problem ((x−) ≡
fR(+∞, x−))
down(up(x
−)) = (x−) . (A.14)
We have Tup(x−) = −2D−up and Tdown(x−) = −2D−−1down and we again notice that 
t−S(f ) = 0 in the spectral gauge fS , defined in (4.8), which leads to the formula (4.11).
Having the expression for the current T−− = −2D−−1down(fR), we can check that the varia-
tion of (4.16) is indeed equal to
δW(h++) =
∫
d2x T−−δh++ . (A.15)
Appendix B. Gauge-gravity duality in two dimensions
In this appendix, we review the duality between 2-dimensional gravity and SL(2, C) gauge 
theory [10–12]. We find it useful, as the functional Riemann–Hilbert problem can be related to 
SL(2, C) matrix Riemann–Hilbert problem.20
The main idea is to consider the gauge theory on a nontrivial background, and study one 
particular component of the gauge field. The gauge field has three flavor indices and two space-
time indices, Aaμ, a = +, 0, − (a new occurrence of ±, unrelated to the others in the paper) and 
μ = +, −. Now, instead of fixing the axial gauge Aa− = 0, we partially fix the gauge by setting
A+− ≡ T−−, A−− = 1, A0− = 0 . (B.1)
18 The logic is very similar to that of the paper [24], where the term t−(f ) in the stress-energy tensor is fixed by 
choosing a particular state.
19 It is convenient here to use the composition formula for the Schwarzian: Dxg(f ) =Dxf + (∂xf )2Df g .
20 We need to extend the gauge group to be complex valued, as we are interested in both real and imaginary parts 
of the action. Originally the duality was found using SL(2, R) gauge group. The only new subtleties arise in treating 
integrations by parts, but, as long as we use the spectral gauge condition, the formulas are similar to the ones in the 
literature.
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ators on a stress tensor T−−. Thus, there is a beautiful duality between a component of a gauge 
field and the stress tensor of a certain gravitational theory. To complete the duality, one notices 
that the anomaly equations for the gauge field A are equivalent to the anomaly equations for a 
metric g++, if we identify the induced current in the gauge theory with the metric in the gravita-
tional theory, J−+ = g++.
In terms of the action functionals, for the SL(2, C) non-Abelian gauge theory one can establish 
a relation
WWZ(h) = WgWZ(g++) , (B.2)
where the Wess–Zumino action and gravitational Wess–Zumino actions are given by the formulas
WgWZ(g++) = 14
∫
d2x
(
∂2−f ∂+∂−f
(∂−f )2
− (∂
2−f )2∂+f
(∂−f )3
)
,
WWZ(h) = 12
1∫
0
dtd2x Tr(h−1h˙[h−1∂−h,h−1∂+h]) , (B.3)
and the SL(2, C) matrix h(x+, x−, t) and the metric g++(x+, x−) are related as follows:
A− = h−1∂−h =
(
0 T−−
1 0
)
, J−+ = (−h−1∂+h)21 = g++, (∂+ − g++∂−)f = 0 ,
∂+T−− − g++∂−T−− − 2(∂−g++)T−− = −12∂
3−g++ . (B.4)
One can prove these relations using a nice parametrization for the matrix h:
h =
(
a ∂−a
b ∂−b
)
, with a∂−b − b∂−a = 1 . (B.5)
In this parametrization one has g++ = a∂+b − b∂+a and T−− = ∂2−a/a = ∂2−b/b and f =
F(a/b), where F is an arbitrary invertible function. Thus, in terms of h, we can find the char-
acteristic function f . It is interesting to understand whether this makes a connection between 
functional and matrix Riemann–Hilbert problems.
Appendix C. Non-Abelian and gravitational corrections to Caldeira–Leggett formula
In the case of a weak non-Abelian field profile, we may try to solve the matrix Riemann–
Hilbert problem perturbatively
down(x
−)up(x−) = (x−) , (C.1)
where (x−) ≡ P exp ∫∞−∞ A+(y+, x−)dy+ and we assume the following perturbative decom-
position for down and up:
up = 1+ (1)up + (2)up + . . . , down = 1− (1)down − (2)down + . . . . (C.2)
Expanding (x−) to first order we get
(1)up (x
−) − (1)down(x−) = ω(x−) , (C.3)
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(1)up = ωup(x−), (1)down = ωdown(x−) , (C.4)
where ωup/down(x−) are given in (2.9). At second order we have
(2)up − (2)down =
+∞∫
−∞
dy+1
y+1∫
−∞
dy+2 Tr(A+(y
+
1 , x
−)A+(y+2 , x
−)) + ωdownωup , (C.5)
where we used (C.4), and so we have just a scalar Riemann–Hilbert problem, which we can solve 
explicitly. Now plugging this perturbative decomposition in the 2-form (3.16) we obtain
ImWB(up,down) = Im
∫
dx− Tr
(
ωdown∂−ωup +
+ (2)down∂−ωup + ωdown∂−(2)up −
1
2
(
ωup∂−ω2down + ωdown∂−ω2up
)+ . . .) , (C.6)
where the term in the first line is the standard Caldeira–Leggett formula, and the terms in the 
second line are the first perturbative corrections to it, cubic in A+. Notice that, perturbatively, it 
is clear that the imaginary part of WB does not depend on the t -interpolation.
Now, in analogy with the non-Abelian case, we can solve the functional Riemann–Hilbert 
problem perturbatively. This assumes that the gravitational field is weak. It is convenient to write 
up/down(x−) = x− ± γup/down(x−) and (x−) = x− + γ (x−), then for (4.9) we have
γup(x
−) − γdown(x− + γup(x−)) = γ (x−) . (C.7)
Then writing a perturbative decomposition for γup/down
γup = γ (1)up + γ (2)up + . . . , γdown = γ (1)down + γ (2)down + . . . (C.8)
we find at the first and the second order
γ (1)up (x
−) − γ (1)down(x−) = γ (x−) ,
γ (2)up (x
−) − γ (2)down(x−) = γ (1)up (x−)∂−γ (1)down(x−) . (C.9)
So we see that step by step we just need to solve the scalar Riemann–Hilbert problem, which has 
the explicit solution (2.9). Thus, the boundary action (4.15) reads
WB =
∫
dx−
(
γ
(1)
down∂
3−γ (1)up −
(
(∂−γ (1)up )2∂2−γ
(1)
down + (∂−γ (1)down)2∂2−γ (1)up
− (∂2−γ (1)down)2γ (1)up
)+ . . .) . (C.10)
We also checked this result using Feynman diagrams.
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